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Abstract
This paper presents a new spectral template-matching approach to countering shrew distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks. These
attacks are stealthy, periodic, pulsing, and low-rate in attack volume, very different from the ﬂooding type of attacks. They are launched with
high narrow spikes in very low frequency, periodically. Thus, shrew attacks may endanger the victim systems for a long time without being
detected. In other words, such attacks may reduce the quality of services unnoticeably. Our defense method calls for collaborative detection
and ﬁltering (CDF) of shrew DDoS attacks. We detect shrew attack ﬂows hidden in legitimate TCP/UDP streams by spectral analysis against
pre-stored template of average attack spectral characteristics. This novel scheme is suitable for either software or hardware implementation.
The CDF scheme is implemented with the NS-2 network simulator using real-life Internet background trafﬁc mixed with attack datasets
used by established research groups. Our simulated results show high detection accuracy by merging alerts from cooperative routers. Both
theoretical modeling and simulation experimental results are reported here. The experiments achieved up to 95% successful detection of network
anomalies along with a low 10% false positive alarms. The scheme cuts off malicious ﬂows containing shrew attacks using a newly developed
packet-ﬁltering scheme. Our ﬁltering scheme retained 99% of legitimate TCP ﬂows, compared with only 20% TCP ﬂows retained by using the
Drop Tail algorithm. The paper also considers DSP, FPGA, and network processor implementation issues and discusses limitations and further
research challenges.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Network security; Internet infrastructure; Packet ﬁltering; DDoS attacks; Reduction of quality; Hypothesis test; Digital signal processing (DSP);
Distributed computing; Grid systems; Statistical spectral analysis

1. Introduction
Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks have been identiﬁed as a major threat to today’s Internet services. These attacks can fully paralyze distributed systems such as ISP core
and community networks, collaboration Grids, and P2P systems [5,14,20,24]. A ﬂooding DDoS attack exhausts the network resources such as link bandwidth or CPU power in the
victim hosts and thus prevents legitimate users from accessing
the victim site.
Recently, a new class of DDoS attacks has been identiﬁed on the Internet2 Abilene backbone [9]. These attacks are
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low-rate, periodic, pulsing type of DDoS attacks. They exploit
the transient behavior of a system and gradually reduce the
system capacity or service quality. In the literature, this kind
of DDoS attacks has been called shrew DDoS attacks [15],
pulsing DoS attacks [16], or reduction of quality (RoQ) attacks
[12]. For simplicity, we call all of them shrew attacks in the
sequel.
Shrew attacks exploit, the deﬁciencies in the retransmission
time-out (RTO) mechanism of TCP ﬂows. It throttles legitimate
TCP ﬂows by periodically sending burst pulses with high peak
rate in a low frequency. As such, the TCP ﬂows see congestion
on the attacked link every time it recovers from RTO. Indeed,
such a shrew attack may reduce the throughput of TCP applications down to almost zero [15]. Given that more than 80%
of trafﬁcs on the Internet today are using TCP protocol, a majority of existing applications and commercial services are at
stake.
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Table 1
Notations and abbreviations used in this paper
Notations

Brief deﬁnition

Notations

Deﬁnition

T
R
L
Rd
Rfp

Attack period (s)
Attack burst rate (K Packets/s)
Attack burst width (s)
Anomaly detection rate
False positive alarm rate
Local detection threshold
Global detection threshold
Packet ﬁltering threshold
Template average distribution
Cumulative trafﬁc spectrum (CTS)
Cumulative amplitude spectrum (CAS)
Attack pivot frequency
CTS spectral pivot point
CAS spectral pivot point

CDF
RoQ
DDoS
DSP
CTS
SFT
MFT
PSD
ASD
Na
No
Nfa
Nfo

Collaborative detection and ﬁltering
Reduction of quality attacks
Distributed denial of Service attacks
Digital signal processing
Cumulative trafﬁc spectrum
Suspicious ﬂow table
Malicious ﬂow table
Power spectrum density
Amplitude spectrum density
Sample distribution of attack trafﬁc streams
Sample distribution of legitimate trafﬁc streams
Sample trafﬁc ﬂow distribution of shrew attacks
Sample distribution of legitimate TCP ﬂows
Normalized TCP throughput




(f )
(f )
(f )
p
y
z

The low-rate shrew DDoS attacks have high peak rate, but
a low average rate to exhibit a stealthy nature. The shrew
attacks can damage the victim for a long time without being detected [12]. Countermeasures developed for ﬂooding
DDoS attacks are not effective to combat against shrew
attacks [12,15,18]. Being masked by background trafﬁc,
shrew attacks are very difﬁcult to detect in the time domain,
but the situation is not necessarily true in the frequency
domain.
We consider a trafﬁc ﬂow as a set of packets with the same
source and destination IP addresses and port numbers, all traveling in the same direction and applying the same protocol.
Each trafﬁc ﬂow can be uniquely identiﬁed with a 5-tuple of
identiﬁers. A trafﬁc stream is formed with the set of packets
arriving at a router at the same physical port during a given
time window. Thus a trafﬁc stream may contain multiple TCP
or UDP trafﬁc ﬂows.
The shrew attack packets are embedded in TCP or UDP trafﬁc
ﬂows. We will consider trafﬁc streams with and without shrew
attacks. The trick is to detect the presence of shrew attacks in
trafﬁc streams and to ﬁlter out attack packets at the reﬁned ﬂow
level rather at the stream level.
In this paper, we present a new approach by combining
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and a hypothesis test framework to cope with shrew attacks. By calculating the autocorrelation sequence of sampled time series and converting them
into frequency-domain spectrum using DFT, we ﬁnd that the
power spectrum density (PSD) of a trafﬁc stream containing
shrew attacks has much higher energy in low-frequency band
than that appeared in the spectrum for legitimate TCP/UDP
trafﬁc streams.
Based on this distinction, we develop a distributed collaborative detection and ﬁltering (CDF) scheme to detect and segregate the shrew attack ﬂows from legitimate TCP/UDP trafﬁc
ﬂows. In addition to software implementation, the scheme can
be implemented by network processor or reconﬁgurable hardware [3]. The DSP hardware pushes spectral analysis down to
the lower packet-processing layer.



If the packets are processed by hardware and malicious ﬂows
are ﬁltered out timely, the router workload will not increase
much at the presence of shrew attacks. Notations, symbols,
and abbreviations used in this paper are summarized in Table
1. Only brief deﬁnitions are given here, details are given in
subsequent sections.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
reviews several directly related research works. Section 3
presents the theoretical foundation of collaborative anomaly
detection. Section 4 discusses spectral analysis techniques for
collaborative detection. Section 5 presents an adaptive ﬁltering
algorithm for cutting off malicious shrew attack ﬂows.
Our simulation setup and performance results are reported in
Section 6. Section 7 discusses scalability and implementation
issues. We will assess the limitations of using the CDF work to
support large-scale network security. Finally, we summarize the
research contributions and make a few suggestions for further
research.
2. Related previous work
Over the years, a plethora of research has been reported
in the area of DDoS defense and trafﬁc control [18,21,24].
While most previous work analyzed Internet trafﬁc patterns
in the time domain, researchers have explored the usage of
digital signal analysis technology in trafﬁc analysis for network
security enforcement [4,7,13,22].
Due to different protocols applied, the periodicity of trafﬁc
could be used as a signature for trafﬁc monitoring or for attack
detection. The lack of periodicity could indicate that ﬂooding
DoS attacks are raging on [7]. In contrast, the PSD of multisourced ﬂooding DDoS attacks are distributed in lower frequency band [13]. This could be used as a signature for trafﬁc
monitoring and attack detection.
Kuzmanovic and Knightly [15] pioneered the characterization of TCP targeted shrew attacks. They studied the rationale
of the shrew attacks and identiﬁed the critical parameters that
affect the TCP ﬂows. They indicated the limitation of exist-
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ing DDoS defense mechanisms against shrew attacks. Chertov
et al. [8] investigated the effectiveness of shrew attacks through
simulation using NS-2 simulator and emulation experiments on
DETER testbed [10].
Taking both theoretical analysis and intensive simulation,
Luo et al. [17] explored the impact of shrew attacks against
TCP performance under different queue management schemes.
Results of both [8,17] validate that variants of shrew attacks
can still be effective, if the attack frequency is not precisely
tuned to the retransmission timeout.
Sun et al. [25] suggested detecting shrew attacks by matching pattern with prestored attack signature. They use a deﬁcit
round robin (DRR) algorithm to allocate bandwidth and protect legitimate ﬂows. However, their method cannot distinguish
malicious from legitimate ﬂows. Legitimate ﬂows thus suffer
in the rate-limit packet ﬁltering process. Previously, we have
developed a packet ﬁltering scheme [6] to cut off malicious
shrew attack ﬂows.
Luo and Chang [16] have proposed to detect low-rate
TCP-targeted DoS attacks using a wavelet approach. They
observed anomalies in ﬂuctuation of incoming trafﬁc rate
and the declining of outgoing TCP ACKs incurred by pulsing attacks. Previous work has revealed most time-domain
characteristics of shrew DDoS attacks [15,16,25], but no
model available to describe their properties in the frequency domain. This paper intends to close up this technical
gap.
3. Characteristics of shrew DDoS attacks
Based on differences found between trafﬁc spectrum of
normal TCP/UDP streams and that of shrew attack streams,
we propose to use the cumulative energy distribution function to detect the shrew attacks. Through NS-2 simulation
experiments over 8000 randomly generated sample trafﬁc streams, we generate the attack template to implement
the new CDF scheme for defense against shrew DDoS
attacks.
3.1. The CDF architecture and processing stages
We studied the shrew attack characteristics through intensive simulation using the NS-2 simulator [19], a widely recognized packet-level discrete event simulator. Fig. 1(a) shows
the typical network environment to deploy in which our CDF
scheme is implemented. Our NS-2 simulations were carried out
with many topologies generated by the GT- ITM toolkit from
Georgia Tech. [11]. We apply each topology for at least 1000
experiments with shrew attack datasets similar to those used
by Chertov et al. [8], Kuzmanovic and Knightly [15], and Sun
et al. [25].
A shrew attack stream is modeled by three major parameters
including period of attack T, width of burst L, and the burst
rate R [15]. Speciﬁcally, we generate shrew attack ﬂows with
a period T between 0.5 and 3.0 s, the burst period L is in
the range (30–90 ms). For single-source attacks, the burse rate
R varies in 0.5–2 MB/s. In distributed attacks from multiple
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sources, R varies in 0.1–2 MB/s. The background trafﬁc without
shrew attacks are generated from our analysis of Abilene-I trace
dataset released by the PMA Project [1]. This dataset is the ﬁrst
public OC48c backbone trace. We consider routers belonging
to the same autonomous system (AS) shown by the Internet
subnet at the center of Fig. 1(a).
The routers in the same AS collaborate with each other,
cooperatively, to defend against the shrew attacks. Both legitimate trafﬁc streams and attack trafﬁc streams are generated from the edge networks. The background trafﬁc consists of large number of TCP and UDP ﬂows, some of
them are attack free and some are embedded with attack
packets. The victim is attached to the router market as R0.
Both legitimate users and attackers are scattered at edge
networks.
The CDF scheme is built with a training process and a testing
process in a cascade as illustrated in Fig. 1 (b). The training process consists of a template generator and a pivoting frequency
estimator (Algorithm 1). We have collected 8000 sample trafﬁc
streams, half of which are legitimate without attacks (So ) and
the other half with shrew attacks (Sa ). The template generator
generates attack template threshold parameters (, , ) and a
Gaussian template distribution over 4000 streams in the attack
set Sa .
This template distribution is characterized by template
average distribution denoted by (f ) in Table 1. The template generation process will be detailed in Section 3.3. The
template spectrum of each stream in sample sets Sa and So
is characterized by two Gaussian distributions Na (a , 2a )
and No (o , 2o ), where the subscripts, a and o correspond
to training streams with and without shrew DDoS attacks. Similarly, the Gaussian distributions Nfa (fa , 2fa ) and
Nfo (fo , 2fo ) are sampling over two training sets at the ﬂow
level.
The testing phase is built with three algorithms for determining pivoting frequency, detection of malicious streams, and
ﬁltering of attack ﬂows amid legitimate ﬂows. In the testing
phase, 4000 incoming trafﬁc streams X(i), were tested to validate the effectiveness of the CDF scheme.
In a way, the complete scheme is based on template matching. These trafﬁc patterns are statistically generated to cover a
mixture of normal TCP and UDP ﬂows with some shrew attack
streams. To detect whether shrew attack streams are embedded
in an incoming trafﬁc stream X(i), the energy spectrum (f )
is generated by the DFT engine.
The energy (p) at the pivotal frequency, where the gap
between (f ) and (f ) is the maximum, is computed by the
pivoting module (Algorithm 1). The mean value of the trafﬁc
spectrum (f ) is compared with the template average (f ) in
the detection module (Algorithm 2).
The template distributions Na (a , 2a ) and No (o , 2o ) are
used for anomaly detection. After the attack stream is detected, attack alerts will be sent to the ﬁltering module
(Algorithm 3), which segregates the shrew attack ﬂows from
normal TCP ﬂows. The ﬁltering process uses an amplitude spectrum (f ) against two ﬂow-level distributions (Nfa (fa , 2fa )
and Nfo (fo , 2fo )).
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Fig. 1. The collaborative detection and ﬁltering (CDF) architecture for defense against shrew DDoS attacks over multiple routers in the same autonomous
system: (a) the CDF implementation network environment; (b) trafﬁc processing stages for CDF scheme.

3.2. Shrew DDoS attack characteristics
Fig. 2 compares the time series of legitimate trafﬁc streams
(a), periodic pulsing shrew attack stream (b), and the mixture
of legitimate and attack streams (c). Fig. 2(b) presents a shrew
attack stream modeled by T , L, and R. When a legitimate
TCP stream and a shrew attack stream are both heading for the
same destination, we observe: (1) The shrew attack peak rate
remains constant while the TCP ﬂow may increase linearly; (2)
the shrew stream arrives at the destination periodically, while
the TCP ﬂow arrives continuously.
It is difﬁcult to detect periodic pulses using trafﬁc volume analysis method in the time domain. This is because the
average bandwidth consumption differs very little between
attack-free and attack streams. For higher throughput, the
TCP protocol uses a predeﬁned value of RTO with a ﬁxed
incrementing pattern [23].
The shrew attacks take advantage of this RTO recovery mechanism by adjusting its attack period and occupying the link
bandwidth. The legitimate TCP ﬂows always see a heavily burdened link, when they try to send packets. Thus legitimate TCP
ﬂows must undergo a RTO recovery and their sending rate is
thus reduced to as low as zero.
The period T is the time interval between two consecutive
attack pulses. The burst width L indicates the time period during which attackers send packets in high rate. The burst height
exhibits the peak rate by which attacking ﬂow is sent. The period T is calculated by the estimated TCP RTO timer imple-

mentation from trusted sources. During the burst with a peak
rate R, the shrew pulses create a burst and severe congestion on
the links to the victim. The legitimate TCP ﬂows must decrease
their sending rate as governed by congestion control mechanism, accordingly.
Figs. 2(a) and (c) compares the sampled time series of packet
arrivals of two scenarios: Six TCP ﬂows without any shrew
attack stream embedded (Fig. 2(a)), and the same six TCP ﬂows
with one shrew attack streams (Fig. 2(b)), which use the attack
period T = 1 s, burst width L = 70 ms, and the burst rate
R = 120 K packets/s as shown in Fig. 2(b).
3.3. Autocorrelation spectral analysis
We take the number of packet arrivals at the router as
the discrete signal series and sample it with a period of
1 ms. We use the highest frequency of 500 Hz. Our sampling effectively plays the role of low-pass ﬁlter that gets
ride of high frequency noises. Another observation is that
the sample also includes packets from legitimate ﬂows.
These packets are not necessarily all targeting at the same
victim.
The packet arrivals in each training stream or in each incoming trafﬁc stream are modeled by a random process: {x(t), t =
n , n ∈ N }, where is a constant time interval, which we
assume 1 ms. N is a set of positive integers, and at each time
point t, x(t) is a random variable, representing the total number
of packets arrived at a router in (t − , t].
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Fig. 3. Comparison of normalized trafﬁc density (PSD) of two trafﬁc streams
with and without shrew attacks.

Fig. 2. Three trafﬁc streams under three scenarios—the shrew DDoS attack
stream in part (b) hides in six legitimate trafﬁc ﬂows in part (a) to form
the trafﬁc stream in part (c): (a) a sample trafﬁc stream consisting of six
legitimate TCP and UDP ﬂows without any attack packet; (b) a shrew DDoS
ﬂow characterised by high burst rate (R), long attack period (T), and short
burst width (L); (c) six normal TCP/UDP ﬂows in part (a) mingled with a
single shrew DDoS attack stream from part (b).

Fig. 4. Comparison of the cumulative energy spectrum of two trafﬁc streams
with and without shrew attacks.

This random process was referred to as the packet process
[7]. We assume a wide sense stationary random process. We
deﬁne the autocorrelation function of the random signal x(t)
in discrete time as follows:
N−m+1

1
Rxx (m) =
[x(n)x(n + m)].
(1)
N −m
n=0

The Rxx (m) captures the correlation of the packet process
and itself at interval m. If there is any periodicity exist, autocorrelation function is capable of enforcing it. The next step
is to ﬁgure out the periodicity embedded inside the autocorrelation functions. We convert the autocorrelation time series
by discrete Fourier transform to generate the power spectrum
density (PSD) as follows:
P SD(f ) = DF T (Rxx (m), f )=
f = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1.

N−1
1 
Rxx (m)×e−j 2
N

f n/N

,

n=0

(2)

3.4. Trafﬁc spectrum and template distribution
A shrew attack stream escapes detection by occupying only
a small share of the bandwidth, however, its properties in

Fig. 5. Average attack template distribution over a low frequency band for
all attack streams in training set Sa .

frequency domain cannot be hidden. After DFT, the PSD captures the periodical pattern of shrew attack stream in the frequency domain.
Fig. 3 compares the trafﬁc density (or PSD) for two trafﬁc
stream patterns corresponding to with and without embedded
shrew attacks. It is clear that the embedded shrew attack stream
pushes the solid-line PSD curve towards the lower frequency
band, while the no-attack stream has a wider frequency range
of the trafﬁc density in the dash-line curve in Fig. 3.
After integration of the PSD function over a given frequency
range, the resulting energy spectrum is used to determine the
ratio of energy accumulated to a given frequency point. This
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Table 2
Gaussian distribution of attack template
Freq. f (Hz)

1

3

5

7

9

10

11

13

15

17

19

20

Mean (f )
St. dev. (f )

0.15
0.11

0.30
0.13

0.45
0.14

0.58
0.14

0.73
0.14

0.75
0.14

0.77
0.13

0.79
0.13

0.81
0.13

0.82
0.10

0.83
0.09

0.84
0.08

corresponds to the area below the PSD curve. This cumulative
trafﬁc spectrum (CTS) (f ) is obtained below:
(f ) =

f

i=1

P SD(i)

 max


P SD(i).

(3)

i=1

As plotted in Fig. 4, the y-axis is the CTS normalized with
respect to the total energy in the whole spectrum [0,500] Hz.
For a typical attack stream, more than 90% of the energy is
distributed below 20 Hz.
In contrast, for the normal trafﬁc streams without attacks,
only 60% the energy is located below 20 Hz. This implies that
the energy spectrum offers a sharp distinction to distinguish
whether a sampled trafﬁc spectrum contains shrew attacks or
not.
Through intensive NS-2 simulation experiments, we obtained
4000 template CTS spectra over the attack dataset Sa . Based on
the central limit theorem [2], the template spectrum conforms
to a Gaussian distribution N (, ), where  and  are the mean
and standard deviation.

 n
n

1 
i (f ) / n (f ) = 
(f ) =
(i (f ) − (f ))2 , (4)
n
i=1

i=1

where n = 4000 is the size of sample space of Sa , and i (f )
is the CTS of the ith sample stream.
Fig. 5 plots the template energy distribution for the mean
value (f ) over the low-frequency range up to 20 Hz. The
template spectrum curve sits between the two trafﬁc spectrum
curves in Fig. 4. We use this property to distinguish shrew attack
stream from regular trafﬁc streams by checking the spectrum
gaps with the template average distribution (f ).
Table 2 presents the attack template energy distribution on
frequency band lower than 20 Hz. At each frequency f , the
mean (f ) and standard deviation (f ) are listed. These table
entries will be used to perform the CDF processes as template
references in Algorithm 2. Note, the above spectral analysis
can be o applied over both training trafﬁc and incoming trafﬁc
streams to be tested.
4. Collaborative anomaly detection
We developed a scheme for collaborative anomaly detection
using hypothesis test atop the spectral introduced in Section
3.4. Supported by alerts exchange among multiple routers, this
scheme detects the shrew attack streams hidden among legitimate TCP/UDP ﬂows. We start with the determination of attack
pivot frequency, and then we specify the algorithms developed
to perform the collaborative detection processes.

4.1. Pivot frequency in trafﬁc streams
Having established the attack template database, we need
to answer a basic question: Which frequency point can result in the highest detection accuracy? This point is called
the pivot frequency, which varies with each incoming trafﬁc
stream. To detect accurately, we must ﬁrst determine the pivot
frequency p.
We develop Algorithm 1 to determine the pivot frequency p
and a spectral pivot point y = (p) associated with each trafﬁc
stream characterized by its CTS spectrum (f ). The pseudocode speciﬁcation of Algorithm 1 is given below.
Algorithm 1. Determination of pivot frequency in a trafﬁc
stream
(f ): Average template CTS spectrum.
i (f ): The CTS computed from an incoming
trafﬁc stream Si .
Output: p: Pivot frequency for the trafﬁc stream Si .
y = (p): Spectral pivot at pivot frequency p
Procedure:
01: Initialize the frequency window (0, 20 Hz)
02: while scan through the detection window
03:
Calculate gaps at each frequency point
d(f ) = (f ) − (f )
04: endwhile
05: Find such that d(p) = Max{d(f )|0 f 20
H z} and compute y = i (p)
06: return pivot frequency p and spectral pivot point
y = i i(p)

Input:

After sampling a time series of incoming stream, we generate
its CTS (f ) through DFT. Then the gap d(f ) = (f )−(f )
is calculated using Table 2 entries over all frequencies in a
spectral window up to 20 Hz. We obtain the pivot frequency p
that must satisfy the following at the maximum gap point:
d(p) = Max{d(f ) = (f ) − (f )|for all f 20 Hz}.

(5)

The spectral pivot point y = (p) will be used in the shrew
attack detection. Fig. 6 illustrates how to detect the pivot frequency using the trafﬁc samples shown in Figs. 2(a) and (c).
The spectrum of the shrew attack stream is indicated by the top
CTS curve. The CTS curve of the attack-free stream lies below
the template average spectrum curve at the middle.
For the stream containing shrew attacks, the maximum gap
between its CTS curve and the template CTS curve is located at
the pivot frequency p = 6 Hz. The spectral pivot is thus found
at a spectral pivot point denoted as ya = (p) = (6 Hz) =
0.7. Similarly, for the attack-free stream, the pivot frequency
p = 8 Hz and yo = (8 Hz) = 0.19.
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Fig. 6. Determination of the pivot frequency p and the two spectral pivot
points yo for the attack-free stream in Fig. 2(a) and ya for the attack stream
in Fig. 2(c).

Fig. 8. Variation of the likelihood function with respect to the normalized
spectral pivot value.

Fig. 7. Template distribution of attack/no-attack streams at the attack pivot
frequency.

4.2. Hypothesis test for anomaly detection
We consider two hypothetic events: Ho for an attack-free
stream and H1 for a trafﬁc stream with shrew attacks. Using Algorithm 1, we obtain the template distribution (p) by training
8000 training trafﬁc streams. By central limiting theorem [2],
we assume two Gaussian distributions (po ) : No (o , 2o ) =
N(0.33, 0.272 ) and (pa ) : Na (a , 2a ) = N (0.78, 0.162 ) for
4000 attack-free and 4000 streams containing shrew attacks,
respectively. These two Gaussian distributions No and Na are
plotted in Fig. 7.
The solid-line distribution plotted on the right corresponds
to Na for all attack streams. The dash-line distribution plotted
on the left plots No , is resulted from all attack-free training
streams. In Fig. 7, the detection of a shrew attack stream (event
H1 ) is under the Na curve to the right of yo . The detection of
an attack-free trafﬁc stream (event Ho ) is under the No curve to
the left of yo . We need to choose a local detection threshold  to
maximize the anomaly detection rate Rd and to minimize the
false positive rate Rfp deﬁned by the following two probability
functions:


 ∞
1
(y−a )2
dy, (6a)
exp −
Rd =P rob[H1 |H1 ]=
√
22a
2 a
yo


 ∞
1
(y−o )2
dy. (6b)
exp −
Rfp =P rob[H1 |H0 ]=
√
22o
2 o
yo
Essentially, Rd is the successful detection probability that a
true alarm is raised, when there is actually a shrew attack. The

Rfp is the probability of raising a false alarm for the misdetection of an attack-free trafﬁc stream.
In order to tell whether there is any shrew attack stream
embedded in a legitimate ﬂow, we set up our hypothesis test
rule. Deﬁned below is a likelihood ratio L(y) of the pivot point
y by the ratio of the two probability density functions, pa (y)
and po (y), of the event H1 and event Ho , respectively,

1
y−a 2
y−o 2
pa (y) o
, (7)
−
= exp
L(y)=
po (y) a
2
o
a
where pa (y) is the probability density of y in the Gaussian
distribution Na and po (y) is the probability density of y in the
Gaussian distribution No deﬁned as:


1
(y − a )2
,
(8a)
exp
pa (y) = √
22a
2 a


1
(y − o )2
po (y) = √
.
(8b)
exp −
22o
2 o
The variation of the likelihood ratio L(y) at the spectral pivot
point is plotted in Fig. 8. The larger is the L(y), the pivot point
y is more likely to conﬁrm to the Na distribution. This implies
that the stream is more likely to contain some shrew attack
ﬂows.
The local detection threshold  is selected to equal certain
L(y) corresponding to a well chosen pivotal point y. In another word, given desired detection rate Rd∗ , the local detection
threshold  is chosen as
 = L(y) for a pivot point y such that Rd Rd∗ .

(9)

As shown in Fig. 7, there is an overlapped area under the two
Gaussian distributions. To the right of a, we have the Rfp in the
overlapped area. To the left of , we have the false negative area
corresponding to the misdetection of a real attack as No attack.
This implies that when L(y) > , the hypothesis H1 is true.
Otherwise, the hypothesis H0 is true. Based on the template
distributions obtained from 8000 training sample streams, we
calculated Rd and Rfp using Eqs. (6a) and (6b) as plotted in
Fig. 9.
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Algorithm 2. Collaborative anomaly detection.
Inputs: yi : The spectral pivot (p) for an input stream Si
: Local detection threshold
: Global detection threshold
Na : Sample trafﬁc distribution with shrew attacks
No : Sample trafﬁc distribution without shrew
attacks
Output: Trafﬁc stream Si contains either shrew attacks or
not
Procedure:
01: Compute L(yi ) using Eq. (6).
02: Case 1: L(yi ) > 
03: The stream Si contains shrew attacks
04: Send out alert to collaborative routers
05: Call packet ﬁltering routine (Algorithm 3)
06: Case 2:  < L(yi ) < 
07: Check the alerts from cooperative routers
08: if alerts come from cooperative routers, then
09:
Call packet ﬁltering routine (Algorithm 3)
10: endif
11: Case 3: L(yi ) < 
12: The stream Si contains no shrew attacks

Fig. 9. Plots of the anomaly detection rate Rd and false positive rate Rfp
averaged over 8000 sample trafﬁc streams in the template database: (a) ROC
curve of Rd vs. Rfp ; (b) effects of variation in local threshold .

Fig. 9(a) plots the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve to show the tradeoff between Rd , and Rfp . Fig. 9(b) plots
the variation of Rd , and Rfp as  increase from 0 to 12 in the
range of y. For example, to achieve a successful detection rate
of 95% with  = 0.5, we need to tolerate a false positive rate
of 30%.
It is clear that Rd decreases slowly and Rfp decreases rapidly
with increasing value of . Consequently, we need one more
threshold to keep the detection rate sufﬁciently high with a
small false-positive rate. This has motivated us to develop the
collaborative detection scheme.
4.3. Collaborative anomaly detection
With the hypothesis testing, we present in Algorithm 2 a
distributed detection scheme for shrew attacks by using multiple
collaborative routers. The detection measurements are deployed
in upstream routers that are a few hops away from the victim
server, because low-rate attacks may throttle legitimate TCP
ﬂows destined to the same victim. However, before reaching
the target, the shrew attack streams may occupy only a small
bandwidth share even at its peak rate, which make it difﬁcult
to detect correctly.

The trafﬁc statistics collected at neighboring routers could be
used for a router to verify its detection result. Previously, to reduce false positive alarms, we have to tolerate some higher false
negative alarms by choosing a larger local detection threshold
. Algorithm 2 tries to make up this deﬁciency by selecting
a global cooperative threshold  that is smaller than  for a
guaranteed higher detection rate.
While the likelihood ratio function L(y) is higher than the
local threshold , the router would start the ﬁltering mechanism and multicast alert to its neighbors. Routers whose L(y)
is smaller than a but larger than  do not generate alerts. They
need to decide whether to start local ﬁltering mechanism by analyzing the resources of alerts received from their neighbors. If
L(y) is less than , there is nothing suspicious. With distributed
shrew attacks, alerts from immediate routers are connected to
the receiver.
Consider the scenario in Fig. 10(a). Each dot stands for
a router in the AS, and the black dots are routers that have
detected shrew attack streams embedded in legitimate ﬂows
(L(y) > ). They multicast the alerts to the cooperative neighbors. The concern of the cooperative range among multiple
routers will be studied later through experimental results. To
simplify the discussions, we consider in Fig. 10 that each alert
is sent to neighbors in two-hop distance. The white dots are
routers whose likelihood ratio L(y) is lower than the local
threshold , so they do not generate alert.
Moreover, each node is the root of a detection tree that contains all of its neighbors in two-hop distance. The A, B and
E is such nodes in Fig. 10(b). These trees keep the multicast
group records that each root knows to whom its alert is sent.
Distributed attacks are launched from zombies located widely
and multiple shrew attack streams approach the victim(s) located in the AS. Once a router detects L(y) >  (black dots
in Fig. 10), there are shrew attack streams detected. It would
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Fig. 10. Collaborative detection scheme and use of detection trees: (a) distributed shrew attacks from two sides of the AS; (b) three detection trees.

multicast an alert along its detection tree and launch countermeasure to identify malicious ﬂows and cut them off timely.
However, shrew attack streams do not appear evenly on all
edge routers. Algorithm 2 gives routers a clue to check whether
they are in the attacking range. For example, when L(y) < 
at node A, alerts from neighbors warn an attack going on. In
addition, the decision tree let node A has a vision of where
these alerts come from. Node A realizes that it is located at the
center of the attacking area.
If L(y) > , node A will launch countermeasure against the
attacks. In contrast, node B receiving two alerts will not take
any further action. All its immediate neighbors have not raised
any alert, this leads to a conclusion that there are suspicious
ﬂows entering the AS, but node B is not in the attacking range.
However, decision trees and received alerts will tell nodes C, D
and E that they are at the attacking area. If their local L(y) > ,
then they need to start ﬂow ﬁltering algorithm accordingly.
5. Amplitude ﬁltering of shrew attack ﬂows
Once a router detected there are shrew ﬂows embedded
among incoming legitimate trafﬁc streams, it needs take further actions to segregate the malicious attacking ﬂows from legitimate ones and block them. In this section, we present an
effective shrew-ﬁltering algorithm based on the ﬂow level analysis of energy distribution over frequency band and hypothesis
test.
Essentially, this approach is same as we did in detection
mechanism. The major difference lies in the utilization of amplitude spectrum instead of PSD, although they both describe
the energy distribution of signal series. The reason is that we
found that amplitude spectrum can separate shrew attack ﬂows
from TCP ﬂows much clear at ﬂow level.

Fig. 11. Amplitude spectral analysis at ﬂow level for a shrew attack ﬂow
and for a TCP ﬂow: (a) amplitude spectrum of a shrew attack ﬂow and of a
typical TCP ﬂow; (b) CAS of a shrew attack ﬂow and of a typical TCP ﬂow .

5.1. Normalized amplitude spectral analysis
To perform ﬂow level analysis, we treat the number of packet
arrivals for each ﬂow as a signal series and sample it every
1 ms. Thus, for each ﬂow time series x(i), we convert it to an
amplitude spectrum density (ASD) using DFT as follows:
ASD(f ) = DF T (x(i), f ) =

N−1
1 
x(i) × e−j 2
N

f n/N

,

n=0

f = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1.

(10)

After integration of the ASD over a given frequency range,
the resulting cumulative amplitude spectrum (CAS) determines
the ratio of energy accumulated to a given frequency point. This
is the area below the ASD curve. The normalized CAS(f ) is
deﬁned below:
 max
f


(f ) =
ASD(i)
ASD(i) .
(11)
i=1

i=1

Fig. 11 presents the ASD and the CAS of a typical TCP ﬂow
and of a shrew attack ﬂow.
Comparing the normalized CAS (f ) shown in Fig. 11(b),
the distance between the two CAS curves is maximum at frequency lower than 20 Hz. Almost 50% of the total energy of a
shrew attack ﬂow is located in the major peak ending around
20 Hz in Fig. 11(a).
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Table 3
Error levels of ﬁltering at ﬂow level
Error level

Prob. of error (%)

TCP error level

Shrew error level

±
±1.65
±1.96
±3
±3.29

68
90
95
99.7
99.9

0.1311 ± 0.026
0.1311 ± 0.043
0.1311 ± 0.051
0.1311 ± 0.078
0.1311 ± 0.086

0.4985 ± 0.038
0.4985 ± 0.046
0.4985 ± 0.074
0.4985 ± 0.114
0.4985 ± 0.125

5.2. Flow ﬁltering atop amplitude hypothesis testing
Fig. 12. Normalized cumulative ASD of a shrew attack ﬂow compared with
that of a TCP ﬂow at the pivot point.

In contrast, in the same frequency band, it is less than 15%
of the total energy located of a normal TCP ﬂow. Similar to
the stream level template construction in Section 4, the training process generates the CAS pivot z = (p) distribution
by executing Algorithm 1 to determine the ﬂow-level pivot
frequency.
The obtained z assumes a Gaussian distribution according
to the central limiting theorem. Fig. 12 shows the Gaussian
distribution Nfa (fa , 2fa ) = N (0.50, 0.042 ) of a single shrew
attack ﬂow and the Gaussian distribution Nfo (fo , 2fo ) =
N(0.11, 0.032 ) of a normal TCP ﬂow. There is no overlap between the CAS distribution of a normal TCP ﬂow and that of
a single shrew attack ﬂow. Actually, the gap between the two
mean values is greater than 3.29 . A 3 error level gives us a
conﬁdence interval of 99.7% [2].
The same hypothesis detection method is applied at the ﬂow
level to distinguish shrew attack ﬂow from the normal TCP
ﬂows. Again, we denote Ho to represent the hypothesis that
the ﬂow is not a shrew attack ﬂow, while H1 corresponds to a
shrew attack ﬂow. To make ﬂow ﬁltering decision, we deﬁned
a ﬂow level likelihood ratio L(z) at the pivot point z as
pfa (z) fo
1
L(z)=
=
exp
pfo (z) fa
2

z−fo
fo

2

z−fa
−
fa

2


,
(12)

where pfa (z) is the probability density of z in the Gaussian
distribution Nfa , and pfo (z) is the probability density of z in
Gaussian distribution Nfo .
Since there is no overlap between the Nfa and Nfo , the ﬁltering threshold  is chosen at z = 0.28 where  = L(z) = 1.9.
Table 3 shows the probability of cutting off a normal TCP ﬂow
as a shrew attack ﬂow lower than 0.1% with this  value. This
indicates that the CAS-based ﬂow ﬁltering achieved an accuracy of 99.9%.
With such high ﬁltering accuracy, our CDF scheme can tolerant relatively high false positive rate. When Algorithm 2
raises a false alarm, the router depends on the ﬂow level hypothesis testing to determine whether a ﬂow should be cut
off. As indicated by Table 3, the probability that a legitimate
TCP ﬂow is ﬁltered off is lower than 0.1%. A high false positive rate Rfp actually causes routers to call for unnecessary
ﬁltering.

Based on the above hypothesis test framework, we proposed
Algorithm 3 to cut off ﬂows with amplitude spectrum value
at the pivot frequency higher than the detection threshold . A
ﬂow chart is given in Fig. 13 to help our readers follow the
shrew ﬁltering process.
Although the source IP addresses are generally spoofed in
attack packets, it is safe to use the 5-tuple {Source IP, Source
Port, Destination IP, Destination Port, protocol as ﬂow labels.
Our ﬁltering algorithm handles the incoming packets according
to records in the Malicious Flow Table (MFT), Suspicious Flow
Table (SFT) and Legitimate Flow Table (LFT).
Algorithm 3. Amplitude ﬁltering of shrew attacks at ﬂow
level.
Input:
i (p): The amplitude spectrum of an incoming
trafﬁc ﬂow Fi identiﬁed by the 5-tuple identiﬁer.
: The amplitude ﬁltering threshold obtained
from the training process
Output: Enable packet dropping in ﬂow Fi
Procedure:
01: while ﬂow ﬁltering is called by algorithm 2 on
detecting shrew attacks
02: Check ﬂow Fi for membership in various tables
03: Case 1: Fi is in LFT
04:
Route the ﬂow normally
05: Case 2: Fi is in MFT
06:
Drop all packets in ﬂow Fi
07: Case 3: Fi is in SFT
08:
if i (p) =  Then
09:
Mark Fi as legitimate, move it into LFT
10:
else
11:
Fi contains shrew attacks, move it to MFT
12:
Drop all the packets in ﬂow Fi
12:
end If
13: Case 4: Fi is not in any of the three tables
14:
Add Fi ﬂow into SFT
15: endwhile
If the router has initiated the amplitude ﬁltering algorithm
while conﬁrmed the alert, it start checking incoming packets. If
a packet label is in the set LFT, this packet is routed normally.
If it is in the set MFT, this packet is dropped. If it is in the
set SFT, we continue sampling until time out. If there is no
matching in any table, this packet belongs to a new ﬂow and it
would be added into the SFT, then sampling begins and timer
starts.
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Fig. 14. ROC curve showing the tradeoffs between anomaly detection rate and
false positive rate under collaborative detection of shrew attacks, compared
with the result of using an isolated router.

6.1. Anomaly detection and false alarm rates

Fig. 13. Control ﬂow in the amplitude-ﬁltering Algorithm 3 (LFT: Legitimate
Flow Table, SFT: Suspicious Flow Table, MFT: Malicious Flow Table, (p):
Cumulative Amplitude Spectrum).

Once a timer is expired for a ﬂow, we compare its amplitude
spectrum likelihood ratio L(z) at pivot point with the threshold
. If L(z) value is lower than the threshold, we move its record
into LFT. All packets in this ﬂow will be routed normally. If
L(z) value is higher than the threshold , we move it into the
MFT and cut this ﬂow. The pseudo-code of amplitude spectral
ﬁltering process is speciﬁed in Algorithm 3. For ﬂow ﬁltering,
we adopt data structures SFT, LFT and MFT tables to track per
ﬂow status.
We identify a ﬂow using the 5-tuple {Source IP, Source Port,
Destination IP, Destination Port, protocol}. Routers generally
cannot afford to store 13 bytes for each ﬂow for security purpose. To minimize the storage overhead incurred by the 3 large
tables needed to implement the algorithm, we store only the
output of a hash function with the label as the input.
6. Simulation experiments and performance results
In this section, we evaluate the performance results obtained
with NS-2 simulation experiments performed. The simulation
assumed a default network parameters in link capacity of
2 MB/s. The RTT of TCP ﬂows are uniformly distributed over
60–240 ms. The shrew attack dataset speciﬁed in Section 3.1
are applied here.
While TCP-Tahoe, TCP-Reno and others present similar
vulnerability under shrew attacks [15], we adopt the TCPReno standards in our experiments. We compare the results of
our shrew-ﬁltering algorithm with the well-known Drop Tail
scheme. We examine the overhead in our CDF algorithms to
assess the penalties paid and limitations of our scheme.

By anomaly, we mean an abnormal network condition caused
by shrew attacks. We calculate the actual anomaly detection
rate Rd as the ratio of detected attack streams over the total
number of such trafﬁc streams processed. The false positive rate
Rfp is the ratio of normal trafﬁc ﬂows being wrongly detected
as having shrew attacks over total number of legitimate trafﬁc
streams.
Besides these two performance metrics, we study the performance of our collaborative detection scheme (Algorithm 2)
over several collaborative ranges. A single router works independently is considered no collaboration with its neighbors.
Collaborating with 1-hop routers involves 2 to 4 routers at immediate neighbors. The 2-hop neighbors involve 4 to 16 routers
within distance 2 from a given router. Finally, we limit to 8 to
40 routers in a 3-hop neighborhood.
The ROC curves shown in Fig. 14 report the performance
of Algorithm 2, which is upper bounded by the template ROC
performance reported in Fig. 9(a). Three curves are plotted
for using 1 router independently and up to 4 and 40 routers,
respectively in 1-hop and 3-hop neighborhoods. The lower
curve shows the poor detection performance in using a single isolated router. The detection results in using neighboring
routers are shown in the top two curves. The neighborhood
range has resulted in very little differences. When the false
alarm is required to be very low, say below 0.05%, the 3-hop
group performs slightly better than the 1-hop group.
This ROC plots clearly shows that almost 98% sucessful
detections can be expected, if one can tolerate 30% false alarms.
When the false positive rate exceeds 20% the Rd difference in
using large collaborative routers diminishes. Of course, more
routers used may enhance the detection accuracy.
However, enlarging the collaborative range may trigger also
lot more alert messages to propagate among all the routers involved. The message being conveyed here is that using 2–4
router within a 1-hop distance will serve the purpose, sufﬁciently, based on checking 4000 trafﬁc streams in our experiments.
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Fig. 16. Effects of global threshold () on collaborative detection of shrew
DDoS attacks using three cooperative ranges of routers.

means imply that these false alarms will block 25% legitimate
ﬂows. We use Algorithm 3 to cope with this ﬁltering problem.
6.3. Effects of global detection threshold 

Fig. 15. Shrew attack detection results from testing 4000 trafﬁc streams over
2 to 40 routers under the independent and two collaborative modes: (a) effect
of  variation on average detection rate; (b) effect of  variation on false
positive rate.

6.2. Effects of local detection threshold 
Fig. 15 presents the variation of the average detection rate
Rd and false positive rate Rfp with different values of the local
threshold . The  magnitude is related to the selection of
the CTS pivot point y = (p). We compare the performance
of independent detection by a single router with collaborative
detection using multiple routers. With collaborative ranges in
1, 2 and 3 hops, we ﬁnd the more routers can results in higher
detection rate. For example at  = 4, we can achieve the average
Rd = 0.75 and 0.82, respectively, in using 4 and 40 routers.
As the value of  increase, the average detection rate decreases steadily towards zero. The message is that once should
adopt small , if high detection rate is the major concern. On
the other hand, we need to apply larger  to reduce the false
positive rate Rfp to a reasonably low level as illustrated in Fig.
9(b). For example, to yield Rfp = 10%, corresponding  should
be set at 8. The use of independent routers results in an Rfp =
20%, doubling that of using 16–40 routers in 3-hop distance in
the AS.
Obviously, there exists a tradeoff between Rd and Rfp seen
by both Figs. 14 and 15. In the next section, we will reveal the
effect of the global threshold , which provides more options
to maximize the detection rate and minimize the false alarms.
Achieving a 90% detection rate with 25% false alarms by no

Based on our template database, we realized that we have to
choose the global threshold  as such to satisfy the inequalities 0 <  <  < 12. The propose choice of  can increase
the average detection rate by another 10% over the use of independent detection. The reason to use two thresholds lies in
the effective reduction of false positive rate with increase of the
Rd . The rule of the thumb is that one should choose  slightly
lower than . This results in good preservation of high detection rate with low false alarms.
Fig. 16 reports the effects of variation of  on the detection
rate and false alarm rate, while ﬁxed  = 4.42. In case of 3-hop
collaboration, a detection rate of 79% is achieved with a false
positive rate of 21% by changing the value . In contrast, a
false positive rate of 27% is incurred if the same detection rate
of 79% is desired by changing  to 1.92 as shown in Fig. 15.
These results also show that, on the average, both performance metrics are less sensitive to the variations in  or in the
collaborative range size. The Rd stays between 0.65 and 0.79
and the Rfp is restricted between 0.2 and 0.15. As  decreases,
the advantage of collaborating with more than 3 hops shows
only a small gain. Actually, the global threshold  plays a vital role in ﬁne-tuning, after local threshold  is constrained by
keeping the false positive rate low.
6.4. Normalized throughput after packet ﬁltering
Our shrew-ﬁltering Algorithm 3 is triggered by the detection
results of Algorithm 2. We compare below the TCP throughput
(K packets/s) achieved by Algorithm 3 with that by using the
Drop Tail algorithm.
This normalized throughput is a scalar ratio of the average
throughput of TCP ﬂows containing shrew DDoS attacks to that
of the maximum TCP throughput without any attacks. The met-
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Fig. 17. Normalized TCP throughput of 5 TCP ﬂows after ﬁltering of suspected
malicious ﬂows by drop-tail and by our amplitude-ﬁltering algorithm.

ric  indicates the damage degree the regular TCP trafﬁc suffer
from shrew attacks. The lower is the normalized throughput,
the greater is the suffer of legitimate TCP ﬂows.
Fig. 17 compares the throughputs of legitimate TCP ﬂows
under attack from multiple distributed shrew streams using the
Drop Tail scheme and using our amplitude ﬁltering Algorithm 3.
The x-axis is the attack period and the y-axis is the normalized
throughput TCP ﬂow retained.
Using the Drop Tail algorithm, the throughput of legitimate
TCP ﬂow is reduced to 20% below the attainable throughput.
With Algorithm 3, above 95% of the TCP throughput is preserved. Our hypothesis ﬁltering model is effective to cut off
malicious shrew attack ﬂows with less than 1% loss of the legitimate TCP ﬂows on the average.
Fig. 17 presents the case where shrew attack streams are
distributed in space but synchronized. Four shrew attack
streams are from four sources with the same attacking periods and the same burst lengths. However, their peak rate is
only 0.25R, where R is the attack burst rate. This means their
average trafﬁc rate is only 25% of that from a single-source
attack.
This shows a major advantage of using spectral analysis over
bandwidth volume analysis. Even if the shrew attack ﬂows were
launched from many zombies to lower the bandwidth utilization, the frequency spectrum assumes the same properties. Although the average detection rate was shown around 82%, this
result shows that the TCP ﬂows can retain almost 99.9% of the
TCP throughput.
7. Scalability, deployment and limitations
The intensive NS-2 simulation experiments veriﬁed that
our shrew attack defense mechanism is very promising to
cur off low-rate TCP-targeted DDoS attacks. The CDF works
by integrating DSP, hypothesis testing, and statistical analysis. It will be more useful to further verify the effectiveness
by testing with larger scale enchmark experiments in reallife network environments. We discuss below the scalability,
overhead, and accuracy issues and limitations of our defense
scheme.
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Fig. 18. Block diagram of a shrew attack ﬁlter designed for FPGA implementation.

7.1. Scalability and hardware implementation
To deploy a distributed security scheme in core network, the
scalability issue is related to the network size, data rate, link
capacity, or router number involved. The collaborative shrew
attack detection process (Algorithm 2) must count all incoming
packets at the network interface. The shrew-ﬁltering process
(Algorithm 3) demands storage space and computing power to
perform the ﬁltering at ﬂow level.
We have experimented on 4000 trafﬁc streams. Each stream
has 8–20 ﬂows. Thus, more than 50,000 ﬂows were process
in the simulation experiments. One major obstacle in deploying DDoS defense schemes into the core network routers is
the conﬂict between limited resources in routers and high data
rate demanded [21]. It was suggested to implement intrusion
detection system (IDS) on a FPGA platform, which can process
32,768 complex rules at a data rate as high as 10 Gbps [3].
Our sampling and packets ﬁltering rules are not more complex than those IDS rules. The most time-consuming part is to
perform DFT on every trafﬁc stream. This can be solved by using the Xilinx Virtex-4 FPGA, which calculates 512 DSP slices
to execute in parallel with a 500 MHz clock. It has been estimated that these hardware implementations may have a speed
gain of two orders of magnitude, compared with the software
implementations.
Fig. 18 presents a high-level schematic block diagram
of the FPGA-based shrew ﬁltering system architecture. The
header-processing unit monitors the sampling process and the
temporal series are transformed into frequency domain using DSP technique. The packet-marking unit determines the
operation against malicious packets as the DSP signature is
generated.
Another constraint on scalability lies in the storage demand
for sampled spectrum of each trafﬁc ﬂow processed. Per each
ﬂow, if we sample for 5 s with a period of 1 ms, then 5000 data
points must be processed. If we consider using 8 bits for each
spectral line, then 5 kB is needed. This can be easily supported
by today’s FPGA devices, for example, the Xilinx Virtex-4’s
SmartRam hierarchy supports up to 10 MB of embedded block
RAM.
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Table 4
Error levels in ﬁltering with different sampling times
Error level
±1.96/95%
±3/99.7%
±3.29/99.9%

Trafﬁc types

TCP ﬂow
Shrew attack
TCP ﬂow
Shrew attack
TCP ﬂow
Shrew attack

Sample time periods ( )
1s
2s

3s

4s

5s

0.16 ± 0.18
0.50 ± 0.05
0.16 ± 0.27
0.50 ± 0.08
0.16 ± 0.30
0.50 ± 0.08

0.13 ± 0.07
0.45 ± 0.07
0.13 ± 0.10
0.45 ± 0.10
0.13 ± 0.11
0.45 ± 0.11

0.13 ± 0.08
0.45 ± 0.07
0.13 ± 0.12
0.45 ± 0.11
0.13 ± 0.13
0.45 ± 0.12

0.11 ± 0.05
0.50 ± 0.07
0.11 ± 0.08
0.50 ± 0.11
0.11 ± 0.09
0.50 ± 0.13

0.14 ± 0.09
0.47 ± 0.06
0.14 ± 0.14
0.47 ± 0.09
0.14 ± 0.16
0.47 ± 0.10

7.2. Overheads and accuracy analysis

8. Conclusions and further research

The overhead is another critical parameter to evaluate the
performance of our amplitude-ﬁltering algorithm. It is deﬁned
by the time interval from the moment a shrew attack is detected
to the moment the countermeasure responses effectively. This
time interval is often varied according to the trafﬁc load on the
link. However, the load on the link does not affect the response
time of our amplitude-ﬁltering algorithm.
In Table 4, we observe different error levels of the normal
TCP and of the shrew attack streams. The conﬁdence level of
detecting and ﬁltering shrew ﬂows is very high (99.9%) while
2 s. With = 1 second, we observed an overlap in ±3
and ±3.29 error ranges, but no overlap at ±1.96 error level.
This implies that the ﬁltering accuracy is not sensitive to the
sampling period.

Our research contributions are summarized below in ﬁve
technical aspects. Some of the identiﬁed topics deserve continued effort to mature the defense technology:

7.3. Impacts of IP spooﬁng and table overﬂows
As long as the attack stream presents similar periodicity, we
can detect the shrew DDoS attacks accurately. However, the
performance of shrew ﬁltering algorithm may suffer from the
dynamics of source IP spooﬁng.
In a ﬂow-level sampling and ﬁltering procedure, we uniquely
identify each ﬂow using the 5-tuple {Source IP, Source Port,
Destination IP, Destination Port, protocol}. This may add some
ﬂow labeling overhead, if the attacker spoof the source IP dynamically. If the spooﬁng source IP set is very large, attacker
may cause the MFT to overﬂow.
The MFT overﬂow may decrease the performance of shrew
ﬁltering process. It could be worse if the attacker use different
source IP in sending every pulse. One possible solution to solve
this dynamic spooﬁng problem is to perform also rate limiting
at network interfaces, when we detect the existence of shrew
attack streams.
Another issue is that short-lived burst trafﬁc ﬂows may be
mistakenly marked as low-rate shrew attacks. Although they are
marked as malicious ﬂow, they have already passed the ﬁlter
and thus do not affect the legitimate TCP ﬂow. Meanwhile,
short-lived burst trafﬁc may waste space in the MFT.
In addition, long-lived pulsing nature trafﬁc can bring down
the throughput of TCP ﬂows sharing links with them. Therefore,
when TCP ﬂows are throttled heavily, it is reasonable to block
these pulsing streams, even they are not generated purposely to
impair the normal TCP ﬂows.

A. Stream-level detection and ﬂow-level ﬁltering: Leveraging spectral analysis, our hypothesis testing model makes
the spectral template matching effective in detecting shrew
DDoS attacks at trafﬁc streaming level and in cutting off
malicious ﬂows at a reﬁned ﬂow level.
B. Spectral modeling of Internet trafﬁc patterns: Our CDF
model offers a theoretical foundation on defense not only
against shrew DDoS attacks but also extensible to cope
with ﬂooding type of DDoS attacks. This area demands
further research and experiments to prove the idea.
C. Detection accuracy versus false alarms: Through extensive NS-2 simulation experiments, we report encouraging results on successful anomaly detection with low false
positive alarms. This implies possible tradeoffs between
anomaly detection and false alarms.
D. Appealing to Hardware implementations: Our CDF
scheme appeals to both DSP software and FPGA hardware
implementation. The scheme can be also implemented
on network processors. One can push frequency-domain
monitoring down to a lower level in packet processing
hierarchy. The DSP chips, FGPA, and network processors
will all reduce packet-processing time on routers.
E. Protecting legitimate TCP/UDP ﬂows: The shrew-ﬁltering
process (Algorithm 3) drops all packets in malicious ﬂows
detected. Our simulation results show almost a complete
cutoff of the malicious shrew attack ﬂows with less than
0.1% loss of the legitimate TCP ﬂows. This avoids the loss
of legitimate TCP/UDP packets, as often found in using
rate-limiting algorithms.
For continued effort, we are porting and testing the CDF
defense schemes on the DETER testbed [10], jointed developed
by University of California at Berkeley and USC Information
Science Institute. More benchmark results will be reported later
to further verify the effectiveness of the CDF scheme.
We are also exploring the use of FPGA and network processors to solve the security problems in hardware. We aim to
relieve the burdens of end users, core ISP gateways, and edge
network routers by speeding up the defense process with DSP
technologies. The ultimate goal is to achieve automated intrusion detection and responses in real-time.
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